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Abstract 

 

The goal of this project was to study the effect of spray-drying on the functional properties of soy 

protein, more specifically to optimize solubility by control of the drying conditions and the use of additives. Two 

different raw materials were studied, a commercial soy protein concentrate (SPC) and defatted soy flour (DSF). 

The protein solutions were analyzed through SDS-PAGE and DSC and it was observed that the proteins from 

the SPC are more aggregated and denatured, which was an indication for a consequent lower solubility after 

drying. The solubility of the powders obtained by spray-drying confirmed that, since the protein in the powders 

from SPC had a significantly lower solubility, around 40%, in contrast with the DSF that kept 80% of solubility 

after drying. This means that in order to obtain a highly soluble protein isolate a less process material (DSF) 

should be used and applied a relatively mild extraction. 

The influence of pH and concentration of the solutions and of the settings in the dryer was studied and 

the solubility results had no major variation, which led to the conclusion that the system is robust. The yield of 

protein recovery was also a concern and after analyzing the particle size of the powders, the loss was 

attributed to stickiness of the product to the walls of the dryer. Additives were then included and no 

improvement in solubility was observed. The influence of storage of the powders in solubility was also analyzed 

and it was observed a significant decrease over time, attenuated when there was higher protein concentration 

in the solutions before drying. 
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Introduction 

 

Soy proteins are the major source of non 

dairy proteins all over the world. However, 

vegetable proteins, and more specifically soy 

proteins, are known to have a very low 

solubility/dispersibility. In general, when a soy 

protein isolate is displaying a high solubility, it 

resulted from a hydrolysis (either chemically or 

enzymatically). Soluble proteins are easier to 

incorporate as food ingredients and other 

properties, like gelation and emulsification, are in 

principle enhanced. It is considered that the loss of 

functionality during the production of a soy protein 

isolate (SPI) is a result from too harsh conditions 

during extraction and drying. In this project it was 

intended to improve the drying stage, understand 

how it influences the properties of the soy proteins, 

especially solubility, and analyze how the 

properties of the solutions before drying, the drying 

conditions and the use of additives can change the 

outcome, aiming to obtain a SPI as soluble as 

possible. 
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Solubility 

Solubility of soy protein products are highly 

dependent on the physico-chemical states of 

protein molecules, which are either favorably or 

adversely affected by heating, drying, and other 

processing treatments during their manufacture 

and storage (Shen, 1976). For example, the moist 

heat treatment necessary to inactivate 

lipoxygenase and trypsin inhibitors in soy products 

leads to insolubility of soy protein. Soy proteins are 

least soluble at their isoelectric region (pH 4.2 to 

4.6), and solubility sharply increases above and 

below this pH range (Liu 1997). In terms of ionic 

strength, as it increases, the solubility of soy 

proteins decreases up to 0.1 M salt concentration 

and increases above this concentration. The initial 

decrease in solubility is due to decreased 

electrostatic repulsion and enhanced hydrophobic 

interaction between protein molecules as a result 

of electrostatic shielding of charged groups in 

proteins by ions. 

 

Drying 

Spray drying is by definition the 

transformation of feed from a fluid state into a dried 

particle form by spraying the feed into a hot drying 

medium. It is a one-step, continuous particle-

processing operation involving drying. The feed 

can either be a solution, suspension or paste. The 

resulting dried product conforms to powders, 

granules or agglomerates, the form of which 

depends upon the physical and chemical 

properties of the feed and the dryer design and 

operation (Masters 1991). The process consists of 

three stages: (1) atomization, (2) spray-air mixing 

and moisture evaporation and (3) separation of dry 

product from the exit air. 

In this project it was used the Büchi Mini 

Spray dryer B-290 which is a laboratory scale 

system to perform spray drying processes down to 

50ml batch volume and up to 1 liter solution per 

hour. It is possible to visualize the complete drying 

process from the two-fluid nozzle down to the 

collection vessel due to the glassware. The 

instrument settings are the inlet temperature, feed 

rate, spray air flow and aspirator flow. 

It is desirable to distribute and use protein 

preparations in the form of solids, such as powders 

and granules, instead of liquids. Although drying 

itself is a valuable tool in the improvement of the 

protein storage stability, the process step itself 

often causes a substantial loss of functionality due 

to heat-induced structural changes and the final 

product is still susceptible to inactivation. Such 

solid protein preparations are conventionally 

produced by means of freeze-drying or spray-

drying. As freeze-drying process is unsuitable for 

large-scale productions, spray-drying is used as 

the most fitted process for the industrial mass 

production of solid protein preparations. 

The design of a proper drying process 

should guarantee a high level of functional protein. 

Generally, protein functionality after drying is a 

function of the composition of the initial liquid to be 

dehydrated, the process parameters, and the 

physicochemical characteristics of the protein, so 

that drying of each protein product should be 

considered on an individual basis (Pilosof and 

Sánchez 2006). 

A common procedure in drying of proteins 

is the addition of components able to stabilize and 

protect the product during this step and in the 

subsequent storage. These additives are usually 

carbohydrates and salt components, although the 

use of other proteins and surfactants is being 

increasingly studied. It is typically applied an 

additive that must be hydrophilic and exist in a 

glassy amorphous state, with the aim to produce a 

glassy product at storage temperature. The 

additive should be also sufficiently chemically inert 
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and since this work concerns food applications, it 

should be incorporable in food. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Materials 

A commercial soy protein concentrate 

(SPC) and defatted soy flour were used as raw 

materials for soy protein. The sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH) and the hydrochloric acid (HCl) used to 

adjust the pH in the protein isolation step were 

from BDH and Scharlau, respectively. The 100mM 

sodium phosphate buffer pH 6.8 used to dilute the 

powders in the solubility analysis was prepared 

with disodium hydrogen phosphate (pH 9.0-9.2) 

and sodium dihydrogen phosphate (pH 4.1-4.5), 

both from Merck. In the SDS-PAGE 

electrophoresis it was used TRIS-HCl gels from 

Biorad containing 15% acrylamide. The 10% 

Tris/Glycine/SDS buffer, the Laemmli buffer, the 

SDS-PAGE marker 7-210kDa and the Bio-Safe 

coomassie blue (G250 stain) were also purchased 

from Biorad. The dithiothreitol (DDT) was 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The isopropanol 

used as a dispersion medium in the particle size 

analysis of the spray-dried powders was from 

Sigma-Aldrich. Two protein additives (paA and 

paB) and a carbohydrate additive (caA) were 

tested in the in the drying process. 

 

SPC protein isolation 

The soy protein concentrate was 

suspended in water (10% w/w) and while the 

suspension was being stirred, the pH was raised to 

8.0 adding a 5M NaOH solution. When the pH 

stabilized the suspension was left stirring overnight 

at 4ºC. The suspension was centrifuged (Sorvall 

RC 5B plus) (30min, 8000rpm, 15ºC) and its 

insoluble parts were removed, only recovering the 

supernatant, which is assumed to contain mainly 

soluble protein. The initial weight of soy protein 

concentrate ranged from 100 to 500g. 

 

DSF protein isolation 

The defatted soy flour was suspended in 

water (w/v, 1:10) at 45ºC and the suspension was 

stirred for 30 minutes. The suspension’s pH was 

raised to 7.0 adding a 5M NaOH solution and the 

suspension was stirred for 30 minutes allowing it to 

cool down to room temperature (RT~20ºC). The 

suspension was centrifuged (Beckman Coulter 

Avanti J-26XP) (15min, 6000g, 13ºC) and its 

insoluble parts were removed. The supernatant’s 

pH was adjusted to 4.5 adding a 2M HCl solution. 

After stirring overnight at 4ºC, the dispersion was 

centrifuged (Beckman Coulter Avanti J-26XP) 

(30min, 6000g, 7ºC). The precipitate was washed 

with water (v/v, 1:9) twice and then suspended in 

water (10% w/w) and its pH was adjusted to 7.0. 

Finally, the suspension was filtered through glass 

wool. The extract (filtrate) is assumed to contain 

mainly soluble protein. This method (Vilalva 2008) 

was used in a lab scale ranging from 200 to 546g 

of defatted soy flour as starting material. 

 

Concentration 

The DSF extract and SPC supernatant 

were concentrated in a rotary evaporator (Stuart 

RE300), under vacuum at 40ºC. Around 200g of 

sample were put in a 1l round-bottom flask that 

was placed on a water bath (Stuart RE300B) for 

heating. The pressure reduction in the system was 

provided by a vacuum builder (KNFlab NSE800). 

After starting reducing the pressure, the 

temperature of the bath and rotation of the sample 

flask were controlled to ensure that the foam 

originated in the sample didn’t enter the condenser. 

The cold water flowing in the condenser was 

obtained with a cooler system (Neslab RTE111). 

The particle size distribution of the concentrated 
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samples was always analyzed as control method to 

validate each run. 

 

Spray-drying 

Spray-drying of solutions was carried out 

on a bench-top spray-dryer (Büchi B-290, Büchi, 

Switzerland) with a water evaporating capacity of 1 

l/h. The dispersion of the feed solutions into fine 

droplets is obtained with a two fluid-fluid nozzle 

that uses compressed air as atomizing fluid. Air is 

also used as drying medium and the mixing of 

sprayed product and hot air is obtained with a co-

current flow conformation. The separation of 

product and air is based on inertial forces in a 

cyclone. The conditions of the drying air are kept 

constant with a dehumidifier (Büchi B-296). The 

powders were only collected from the collection 

vessel, leaving the residual product in the 

cylindrical parts of the drying chamber, and 

consequently the yield was calculated as the ratio 

of the mass of solids collected after spray-drying to 

the amount of solids in the feed solution. Solubility, 

water content and particle size of the powders 

were then analyzed. Unless stated otherwise, 

every set of experiments with a new condition was 

tested only once and compared to a reference 

performed to each batch of soy protein solution. 

 

Protein content 

The chosen method to determine the 

protein content of soy solutions was the direct 

measurement of the absorbance at 280nm on a 

spectrophotometer (Varian Cary4000). At this 

wavelength, only phenylalanine, tyrosine and 

tryptophan absorb, which can result in incoherent 

values, however the absorbance spectra of soy 

proteins presented a clear peak at 280nm for 

several concentrations, and the results were 

confirmed by the kjeldahl analysis, thus validating 

this method. Four calibration curves were made, 

respectively for the soy proteins from DSF and 

SPC, and for the protein additives used. The 

curves presented a linear correlation between 0.05 

and 0.15% (w/w) and therefore the samples were 

always diluted to this range and the Lambert-Beer 

law was applied to determine protein 

concentration.   

 

DSC 

The degree of protein denaturation in the 

soy protein isolate solutions was determined by 

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) with a DSC 

Q1000 (TA Instruments). Around 20mg of sample 

were weighed in coated aluminum pans and 

hermetically sealed, and an empty pan was used 

as a reference. The pans were heated from 20ºC 

to 130ºC at a heating rate of 5ºC/min. Inert 

atmosphere was maintained by nitrogen purging. 

The thermal transition midpoint, when 50% of the 

proteins are unfolded, was defined as the 

temperature at which a minimum occurred in the 

endothermic peaks. 

 

SDS-PAGE 

Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was performed to the 

DSF and SPC solutions using Criterion Precast 

TRIS-HCl gels (Biorad) containing 15% acrylamide, 

under reducing and non-reducing conditions. The 

protein solutions were diluted in Millipore water to 

obtain a concentration of 2mg/ml and added to 

Laemmli buffer (v/v 1:1). In reducing conditions, 

DDT was previously added at a level of 54mg/ml to 

the Laemmli buffer. All samples were centrifuged 

(5424 Eppendorf) for 4min at 14000rpm and 15µl 

were loaded into the gel, along with a pre-stained 

SDS-PAGE marker ranging from 7 to 210kDa. The 

electrophoresis cell was filled with the 

10%Tris/Glycine/SDS buffer and the gels were ran 

at a constant voltage of 200V for 1 hour. 
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Particle size 

The particle size distribution for the protein 

isolate solutions was measured before and after 

the concentration step and for the spray-dried 

powders, using a Malvern Laser Diffraction Particle 

size analyzer (Mastersizer 2000). In the case of the 

protein solutions it was used water as a dispersion 

medium and mechanical stirring was applied to 

ensure better dispersion and particle distribution. 

For the powders it was used isopropanol as the 

dispersion medium, for being chemically inert, 

therefore not dissolving the powder. 

 

Water content 

A moisture analyzer (Sartorius MA45) was 

used to determine the water content in the spray-

dried powders. Between 1.5 and 2g of powder 

were placed on a filter paper on the balance and 

the sample was heated by infrared light to 105ºC. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

SDS-PAGE profiling 

The SPC and DSF suspensions and 

solutions, before and after isolation, were analyzed 

in terms of protein profile through SDS-PAGE, 

under reducing and non-reducing conditions. In the 

reducing SDS-PAGE (data not shown) it was 

observed that the two source materials have the 

same profile and the polypeptide species 

characteristic of the β-conglycinin fraction (α of ≈68 

kDa, α’ of ≈72 kDa and β of ≈20 kDa) and the acid 

and basic polypeptides of glycinin (A of ≈35 kDa 

and B of ≈20 kDa) are present. In the non-reducing 

gel (Figure 1), the importance of the disulphide 

bonds in terms of protein aggregation and 

consequent solubility can be analyzed. In the case 

of DSF, the AB subunit is still associated since it is 

linked by a single disulphide bond. On the contrary, 

SPC shows a dramatic change in profile, the β-

conglycinin subunits still appear, although in lower 

quantities, the band corresponding to the AB 

subunit is not observed, and is probably involved, 

together with other polypeptides, in the formation of 

insoluble aggregates (Denavi, et al. 2009). Also, 

there is a larger presence of high molecular weight 

aggregates, which can be representative of the 

lower solubility of this material, since protein 

aggregates that are not fully dissolved do not enter 

the gel. 

 
Figure 1. Non-reducing SDS-PAGE profile of SPC supernatant and 

DSF extract; 

DSC profiling 

The DSC was used to determine the 

denaturation temperature of the soy proteins 

present in the SPC supernatant and DSF extract, 

and consequently correlate with differences in 

solubility. As shown in the DSC thermograms for 

both source materials (Figure 2) there is again a 

significant difference between them. The DSF 

profile presents a clear denaturation curve with a 

peak denaturation temperature at 88.8ºC, 

representing a significant amount of protein still in 

the native state. On the contrary, the SPC profile 

doesn’t present any denaturation curve, which 

indicates that the commercial preparation is much 

more denatured and, like in the SDS-PAGE, 

represents a probable lower solubility, since more 
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denaturation leads to a less functional protein. In 

fact, being a commercial product already subjected 

to some purification it’s possible that a thermal 

treatment, or other process, has been used to 

modify the proteins behavior, thus provoking the 

unfolding of the proteins and subsequent 

aggregation. 

 
Figure 2. Differential scanning calorimetry profile of SPC 

supernatant (top curve) and DSF extract at 4% (w/w) in protein 
(bottom curve) and pH 7. In the DSF curve is indicated the onset 

and peak temperatures obtained, respectively 81.9 and 88.8
0
C, and 

the enthalpy of unfolding, associated to heat denaturation. 

 

SPC spray-drying 

In the SPC experiments the aspirator rate 

was always set to 100% to ensure a higher degree 

of separation in the cyclone and lower moisture 

content in the product. The spray gas flow was set 

around the maximum value (800 l/h), which 

produces smaller droplets from the nozzle and 

consequently decreases the solid particle size. In 

order to establish the inlet temperature and the 

feed flow it was used the information that typically 

the outlet temperature for drying of proteins is 

around 80ºC and the pump performance is usually 

set around 30% in the device. Therefore, the 

parameters were manipulated until the desired Tout 

was obtained, which in the end represented a Tin = 

190ºC and a feed flow of 12 g/min. The 

concentrations tested were the one of supernatant 

right after the protein isolation step (5.5%) and 

concentrated to 10% (w/w), at pH values of 7.0 and 

8.0. 

The solubility results of the spray-dried 

SPC powders (Figure Erro! Não existe nenhum texto com o 

estilo especificado no documento.) confirmed what was 

already expected for commercial preparations, as 

seen in the previous works, a dramatic reduction of 

more than 50%. The pH seems to not have a clear 

influence, but on the contrary, there’s more or less 

10% increase in solubility for powders spray-dried 

from a 10% (w/w) solution. The low solubility can 

come either from the fact that prior to drying, the 

SPC proteins seem to be in an already denatured 

state and highly agglomerated, thus becoming 

insoluble, or from the drying process itself. The 

yield of protein recovery and the water content, in 

each drying experiment was around 70-80% and 

6.0-6.5%, respectively. 

 
Figure Erro! Não existe nenhum texto com o estilo especificado no 

documento.. Solubility results for the SPC powders. The solutions 
were spray-dried at 5.5% and 10% (w/w) protein concentrations, at 
pH values of 7.0 and 8.0, and with the drying settings: Tin=190

0
C, 

Tout=80
0
C, spray-gas flow of 800 l/h and aspirator at 100%. 

DSF spray-drying 

The parameters chosen were the same as 

for SPC, with the exception of the Tin that was set 

to 160ºC and the feed flow to around 9 g/min. The 

choice for this new inlet temperature was 

supported by Neubeck (1980) patent, which states 

that Tin should be preferably between 155ºC and 

165ºC for spray-drying of proteins. In the same 

document it’s also recommended an outlet 

temperature between 75ºC and 83ºC. The pH 

values studied were 6.5, 7.0 and 8.0 and the 

concentration of the solutions ranged from 4% 

(concentration after the extraction) to 15% (w/w). 
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The solubility results of the DSF powders 

immediately showed a much higher solubility, 

around 80%. This significant difference became 

expected after the SDS-PAGE and DSC profiles of 

both materials, where SPC proteins presented 

much more aggregation and denaturation. In fact, 

in a previous work by Lee, Ryu e Rhee (2003) was 

shown that soy protein isolates with higher protein 

solubility where the ones containing more low 

molecular weight subunits. Concentration and pH 

had no major influence in the drying results. 

Along with the solubility, the yield of each 

drying experiment and the water content of the 

powders were also analyzed. It is observed a clear 

variation between different extracts. In terms of 

solubility, the separate results for both extracts are 

not statistically different, but for yield and moisture, 

the results for the second batch are clearly worse 

(Table 2). The decrease in yield and increase in 

water content may be explained by differences in 

the extract composition that change the drying 

performance, which means that the extracts should 

be further analyzed to optimize the extraction 

process for the drying step. 

Table 2. DSF spray-dried powders solubility and moisture content, 
and drying yield for two different extracts: 

 Batch 1 Batch 2 

Solubility (%) 78.9 ± 4.9 82.5 ± 5.5 

Yield (%) 51.0 ± 12.9 36.2 ± 7.1 

Moisture (%) 5.99 ± 0.56 6.73 ± 0.43 

 

The average solubility and yield results for 

spray-drying of the DSF extract at pH 7 and 

concentrations 4%, 10% and 15% are presented in 

Figure 4. As it was seen, the solubility is poorly 

affected by the parameters studied, being a high 

percentage maintained for every initial 

concentration of the solutions. On the contrary, the 

protein recovery yield has a clear tendency, 

decreasing significantly with increasing 

concentrations. To be able to clarify this situation it 

was analyzed in the mastersizer the particle size of 

the powders (data not shown) and it was seen that 

particle size increases with initial concentration of 

the solutions and therefore the lower yield could be 

a result of a more sticky product, lost in the walls of 

the dryer. For last, the water content of the DSF 

powders obtained was always between 5 and 7% 

with no apparent tendency with the parameters 

studied. This values should be lowered (<5%), 

especially to ensure no loss of functionality during 

storage. 

 
Figure 4. Summary of the DSF powders solubility and yield of 
protein recovery in the Büchi mini spray-dryer. The constant 

settings are Tin=160ºC, spray-air flow of 800 l/h and aspirator rate of 
100%. The results with different Tout and feed flow are compressed 

in the same concentration bar. 

 

Spray-drying with additives 

For DSF proteins it was studied the effect of 

two different types of additives, a protein and a 

carbohydrate, respectively paA and caA. For paA 

two additive/soy ratios were studied, 1:10 and 1:20, 

and for caA only 1:20 ratio was tested. The spray-

drying settings applied were the same. The 

solubility of the DSF/additive powders obtained is 

presented in Figure 5. There was no improvement 

of solubility with the addition of paA and caA. A 

slight increase (5%) in the 4% (w/w) soy protein 

solution with 1:10 paA added was seen, but the 

result is not fully reliable since each experimental 

condition were tested only once.  
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Figure 5. Solubility results for the DSF/ additive powders compared 
with the reference (only soy). The drying settings were: Tin=160

0
C, 

spray-gas flow of 800 l/h, aspirator at 100% and feed flow of 9 g/min. 

 

The yield of protein recovery and the water 

content of the powders of the DSF protein solutions 

spray-dried with additives are presented in Table 3. 

Since it was not observed variations between 

additives, the results are an average of what was 

obtained with both. The yield obtained is relatively 

low, also compared to what was obtained with only 

DSF soy proteins. The water content however 

seems to have decreased for the samples with 

10% concentration in soy, which can be benefitial 

during the storage period for keeping the 

functionality of the proteins.  

Table Erro! Não existe nenhum texto com o estilo especificado no 
documento.. Yield of the DSF spray-drying experiments with 

additives and the corresponding moisture content of the powders 
produced. The results are an average between the two additives: 

Soy protein 
concentration 

Yield (%) 
Moisture 

(%) 

4% 45.8 ± 7.1 6.1 ± 0.2 

10% 34.4 ± 6.0 5.5 ± 0.3 

 

Storage time 

After obtaining a highly soluble soy protein 

isolate powder from the spray-drying of DSF, it 

became important to know if this solubility is 

maintained during the storage period. Therefore, 

the powders were stored at room temperature and 

the solubility was measured more a less every 10 

days, using the same solubility analysis protocol. 

The powder obtained from a 4% (w/w) DSF extract 

was the one followed for a longer period of time, 75 

days, and as it can be seen in Figure 6 there is a 

significant decay of solubility along time, being lost 

around 20% of solubility in only 2 months. In the 

case of the powder obtained from a 10% solution, 

the 4 single points obtained don’t give much 

confidence about the tendency of decay in 

solubility. However it seems that although being 

decreasing, it isn’t so abruptly as in the 4% case. 

Therefore it is possible to say that storage plays a 

significant role in the proteins stability. 

 

 
Figure 6. Solubility of the powders obtained from spray-drying at 

4% and 10% (w/w) DSF extract along time of storage. 

 

Table 4 shows the average slope of the 

samples with 4% and 10% initial protein 

concentration, with and without additives. 

Therefore it seems to be more important the fact 

that a more concentrated solution is entering the 

dryer, which can induce a more favorable spatial 

distribution of the proteins and consequently the 

prevention of phenomenon’s that lead to loss of 

functionality during storage, but it should not be 

neglected the fact that the 10% solutions are yet 

being spray-dried with a low yield. This observation 

can also have a relation with a possible decrease 

of water content, which can mean less water 

activity in the powders and consequently less 

inactivation of the proteins present. 
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Table 4. Decrease of solubility along the time of storage for 
powders obtained from 4% and 10% (w/w) DSF extracts, with and 

without additives: 

Soy protein conc. Slope (%solubility/day) 

4% -0.28 ± 0.03 

10% -0.19 ± 0.03 

 

Conclusions 

 

The objective of this project was to 

optimize the drying step included in the production 

of a soy protein isolate in terms of the quality of the 

product, especially in solubility, and therefore it 

was relevant to start with characterization of the 

soy proteins just before drying. When applying a 

non-reducing SDS-PAGE gel, SPC shows a lot of 

proteins in an aggregated state and therefore 

probably insoluble. In the DSC analysis there 

wasn’t a denaturation curve in the thermogram for 

SPC which indicates that the proteins are in a 

much more denatured state, and consequently less 

functional. After obtaining the first results of 

solubility for the spray-dried SPC and DSF 

powders it was observed that DSF provided a 

much more soluble product, around 80%, as 

opposed to SPC that resulted in a 40% soluble 

powder. Therefore, to obtain a more soluble SPI is 

essential to start with a less processed raw 

material, and perform a mild protein extraction 

process before drying to ensure that the proteins 

stability is maintained. The observation of the 

several experiments combining each parameter, 

using different batches, lead to the conclusion that 

the system is quite robust, meaning that the 

solubility is kept always around 80% (for DSF) at 

least in the ranges studied. Two proteins and one 

sugar were used as additives, in order to improve 

the drying outcome, but no improvement was 

obtained in any case in terms of product solubility, 

and also in terms of drying yield and water content 

of the powders. Finally, the influence of storage 

time in the DSF product solubility was studied and 

it was observed a significant decrease in solubility 

during the period measured, particularly a 

decrease of around 20% in just two months for the 

product with 4% (w/w) concentration before drying. 

In the case of samples with 10% (w/w) 

concentration, the resulting product was more 

resistant to loss of solubility, which is probably 

explained by the lower values of water content and 

consequently less activity of substances somehow 

responsible for protein inactivation. 
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